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Abstract — We investigate the bidirectional application of grammar productions − i.e.,
using the productions in the reversed direction too − to linear basic grammars. As in the
case of regularly controlled bidirectional context-free grammars (or RCB grammars), we
provide bidirectional linear basic grammars with a regular control language over the rules
(i.e., productions and their corresponding reductions). Our main result shows that under
the so-called RS/B/f-mode of derivation, bidirectionality gives rise to a dramatic
increase in generating power compared with (regularly controlled unidirectional) linear
basic grammars.
1. Introduction
Regularly controlled bidirectional context-free grammars or RCB grammars have been intro-
duced in [11]; cf. also [13]. An RCB grammar is a pair (G,C) where G is a context-free grammar
(the underlying grammar), denoted by (V, Σ,P,S), and C is a regular language (the control
language) over the set P ∪ P
h
. If the production A → α is in P then α → A is called the reduction
corresponding to A → α. The set P
h
consists the reductions corresponding to the productions in P.
An element of P ∪ P
h
is called a rule. And a sentence of the control language C is called a control
word.
The concept of NTS or nonterminal separating grammar [4] was the main motivation to
study RCB grammars. A context-free grammar possesses the NTS property if for each nontermi-
nal each sentential form which can be derived from this nonterminal by applying rules − produc-
tions or reductions − can also be obtained from this nonterminal by applying productions only.
This NTS property can also be defined for macro grammars [10].
Bidirectional application of productions gives a dramatic increase of generating power; cf.
[3] where it has been shown that under several modes of derivation RCB grammars have a gen-
erating power equal to phrase-structure grammars, i.e., they can generate all recursively enumer-
able languages. Since macro grammars [8] are a proper generalization of context-free grammars,
a similar result holds for the family of RCB macro grammars, i.e., of pairs (G,C) in which G is
now a macro grammar rather than a context-free grammar. However, some subclasses of macro
grammars − particularly (variants of) linear basic grammars [8] − have a generating power that is
incomparable with context-free grammars [7]. Therefore in [12] we took as underlying grammar
type the so-called (m,K)-extended linear basic grammar [2] which is a generalization of the
extended linear basic grammar of [5] and [6]. But also the (ordinary) linear basic grammar [8] is
a natural candidate to serve as underlying grammar. For, as already mentioned, the family LB of
linear basic languages is incomparable with the family CFL of context-free languages [7].
So in this paper we will study linear basic grammars provided with a regular control
language over the productions and the corresponding reductions. We associate with these regu-
larly controlled bidirectional linear basic grammars the so-called RS/B/f-mode of derivation,
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defined among other modes in [3]. This RS/B/f-mode has the following three characteristics.
First, in a sentential form, rules are applied to the right-most string (RS-mode) that fits in with the
left-hand side of the rule. Secondly, if the next rule in a control word from the control language
is not applicable, then the derivational process is stopped, giving no result at all (block mode or
B-mode). Thirdly, only fair reductions may be applied (f-mode). That is, only reductions
corresponding to (linear) productions of the form A ( x→ ) → B (w 1 , . . . ,wk) are allowed, where
x→ = x 1 , . . . ,xn , and w 1 , . . . ,wk are words over the terminals and variables x 1 , . . . ,xn . These three
modes together constitute the RS/B/f-mode.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we recall some basic terminology.
Then in Section 3 we define a regularly controlled bidirectional linear basic grammar or REG-blb
grammar as a tuple (G,C, ¢), where G = ( Φ,Σ,X,P,S) is a linear basic grammar, C is a control
language over P ∪ P
h
, and ¢ is a symbol not occurring in G. Under some modes of derivation
(defined in [3, 11]) attached to such regularly controlled bidirectional linear basic grammars, we
observe a difference between applying rules from P ∪ P
h
in the “outside-in” (OI) fashion or in the
“inside-out” (IO) fashion. Therefore, we call the regularly controlled bidirectional grammars
based on linear basic grammars (m,REG)-blb grammars. Actually, we will investigate
(m,REG)-blb grammars under the RS/B/f-mode of derivation, where either m = OI or m = IO.
The resulting grammar type is denoted by (r, f, m,REG)-blb or even by ( f, REG)-blb, since it is
argued that in case of the RS/B/f-mode the mode RS does not differ from the unrestricted applica-
tion of rules and even the value of the mode m can be left unspecified.
The remaining part of Section 3 contains some examples of ( f, REG)-blb languages. These
examples give some insight in the generating power of ( f, REG)-blb grammars. Section 4 is
devoted to the generating power of ( f, REG)-blb grammars. We show that for each recursively
enumerable language L 0 over an alphabet Σ0 there exists an alphabet Σ and some ( f, REG)-blb
grammar (G,C) with terminal alphabet Σ such that the language L (G,C) ∩ Σ0∗ equals L 0 . Finally,
in Section 5 we draw some conclusions.
2. Preliminaries
Terminology and notational conventions used in this paper follow in most cases standard texts in
formal language theory like [9] or [14].
Macro grammars have been introduced by Fischer in [8] as a generalization of context-free
grammars. The difference with context-free grammars is that in a macro grammar we associate
with each nonterminal a nonnegative number of arguments. We take arguments from the set of
terms build up from nonterminals, terminals, and variables. Therefore we can consider a macro
grammar as a particular kind of term rewriting system. In order to define macro grammars in a
precise way we use the concepts of ranked alphabet, and term over a ranked alphabet.
An alphabet is a finite set of symbols. A ranked alphabet ∆ is an alphabet of which each
symbol is provided with a nonnegative integer, called its rank. The ranked alphabet ∆ is parti-
tioned into sets ∆i consisting of those symbols with rank equal to i. Thus ∆ = ∪∆i and if i ≠ j,
then ∆i ∩ ∆j = ∅. Let PC be a set of punctuation symbols, consisting of the left and right
parenthesis and the comma symbol. Furthermore, λ denotes the empty string.
Definition 2.1. Let ∆ be a ranked alphabet. The set T ( ∆ ) of terms over ∆ is the smallest set of
strings over ∆ ∪ PC such that
(a) ∆0∪{λ}⊆ T ( ∆ );
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(b) if t 1 , t 2∈T ( ∆ ), then t 1t 2∈T ( ∆ );
(c) if A ∈∆n and t 1 , . . . ,tn∈T ( ∆ ), then A (t 1 , . . . ,tn) ∈T ( ∆ ). `
We will write A instead of A ( ) if A has rank zero, thus if A ∈∆0 .
Definition 2.2. A macro grammar G is 5-tuple ( Φ,Σ,X,P,S) where Φ is a ranked alphabet of
nonterminals, Σ is an alphabet of terminals, X is a finite set of variables, S is an element of Φ0 ,
called the start symbol. It is understood that each terminal and variable has rank zero and that the
sets Φ, Σ and X are mutually disjoint. The set P consists of productions which have the form
A (x 1 , . . . ,xn) → t with A ∈Φn , the variables x 1 , . . . ,xn are distinct elements of X, and t is an ele-
ment from T ( Σ ∪{x 1 , . . . ,xn}∪ Φ ). `
We need the following terminology to define several modes of derivation for a macro gram-
mar. A string τ is a subterm of a term σ if τ is a term and τ is a substring of σ. A subterm τ of σ
occurs at top level if there exist subterms τ1 and τ2 such that σ = τ1τ τ2 . A term over Σ ∪ Φ that
is a string over Σ is an expanded term.
Definition 2.3. Let G = ( Φ,Σ,X,P,S) be a macro grammar and let σ and τ be terms over Σ ∪ Φ.
Then we write σ ⇒OIτ if
g there is a nonterminal A from Φn and terms ξ1 , . . . ,ξn over Σ ∪ Φ such that A ( ξ1 , . . . ,ξn) is
a subterm on top level in σ ;
g A (x 1 , . . . ,xn) → t is a production from P ;
g τ is obtained from σ by replacing the designated term A ( ξ1 , . . . ,ξn) by t ′. The term t ′ is
the result of substituting the terms ξ1 , . . . ,ξn for x 1 , . . . ,xn in t, respectively.
The relation ⇒OI on T ( Σ ∪ Φ ) represents the OI-derivation mode, which can be considered
as expanding macros by outermost calls first.
Secondly, we write σ ⇒IOτ if
g there is a nonterminal A from Φn and there are expanded terms ξ1 , . . . ,ξn over Σ and
A ( ξ1 , . . . ,ξn) is a subterm of σ ;
g A (x 1 , . . . ,xn) → t is a production from P ;
g τ is obtained from σ in the same way as formulated in the definition of ⇒OI.
The relation ⇒IO on T ( Σ ∪ Φ ) represents the IO-derivation mode, which can be considered
as expanding macros by innermost calls first.
The reflexive and transitive closure of ⇒OI [⇒IO] is denoted by ⇒OI∗ [⇒IO∗ , respectively].`
An OI-macro [IO-macro] grammar is a macro grammar provided with the mode of deriva-
tion OI [IO, respectively]. In the sequel, m denotes a mode of derivation. The language Lm(G)
generated by an m-macro grammar G = ( Φ,Σ,X,P,S) is the set {w∈Σ∗ c S ⇒m∗ w}. The sets OI and
IO denote the families of languages generated by OI- and IO-macro grammars, respectively. It is
a well-known fact that OI and IO are incomparable [8]. Both families properly include the family
of context-free languages and they are properly included in the family of context-sensitive
languages.
In this paper we study the notion of bidirectional rewriting combined with a special kind of
macro grammar, the so-called linear basic grammar. A basic term over Σ ∪ Φ is a term in which
no nonterminal appears within an argument list of another nonterminal, i.e., all macros are non-
nested. A linear basic term is a basic term in which at most one nonterminal occurs. Then a
[linear] basic grammar is a macro grammar in which the right-hand side of each production is a
[linear] basic term. As a direct consequence we have that providing linear basic grammars with
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the OI- and IO-mode of derivation results in two equivalent type of grammars. So we can speak
of the family LB of linear basic languages without specifying the mode of derivation. Further-
more, LB is properly included in OI ∩ IO [8], and it equals the family of EDTOL languages [5].
According to Fischer [8], we can assume that each production in a linear basic grammar has
a special form.
Definition 2.4. A linear basic grammar G = ( Φ,Σ,X,P,S) is in standard linear form if each pro-
duction from P has one of the forms
(i) A (x 1 , . . . ,xn) → B (w 1 , . . . ,wk) or
(ii) A (x 1 , . . . ,xn) → w
where w, w 1 , . . . ,wk are words over Σ ∪{x 1 , . . . ,xn}. `
Theorem 2.5. [8] For each linear basic grammar one can construct effectively an equivalent
linear basic grammar in standard linear form. `
3. Regularly Controlled Bidirectional Linear Basic Grammars
The new grammar model under consideration consists of a linear basic grammar provided with a
control language over the set of rules P ∪ P
h
. The set P
h
consists of the reductions corresponding







t → A ( γ1 , . . . ,γn). Here γi is equal to xi if xi occurs in t, and otherwise γi is equal to ¢. Further-
more, for each production pi we define pi
hh
equal to pi. An element of P ∪ P
h
will be called a rule.
The symbol ¢ is of a special kind and is not an element of Σ, Φ or X.
Definition 3.1. An m-regularly controlled bidirectional linear basic grammar or (m,REG)-blb
grammar, where m is equal to either OI or IO, is a triple (G,C, ¢) where
g G is a linear basic grammar ( Φ,Σ,X,P,S),
g C is a regular language with C ⊆ (P ∪ P
h
)∗ ,
g ¢ is a special symbol not occurring in Φ, Σ or X.
We call G the underlying grammar of (G,C, ¢) and C is called the control language of
(G,C, ¢). Sentences of C will be referred to as control words. `
Definition 3.2. Let G = ( Φ,Σ,X,P,S) be a linear basic grammar. A production of the form
A (x 1 , . . . ,xn) → t in P, where A ∈Φn , is called argument preserving if each variable xi (1 ≤ i ≤ n)
occurs in the term t.
A linear basic grammar G = ( Φ,Σ,X,P,S) is called argument preserving if each production
in P is argument preserving.
A linear basic grammar G = ( Φ,Σ,X,P,S) is called semi-argument preserving if each pro-
duction in P of the form 2.4.(i) is argument preserving. `
The symbol ¢ can be omitted from the tuple (G,C, ¢) in case each production of G is argu-
ment preserving.
For an (m,REG)-blb grammar (G,C, ¢), with G = ( Φ,Σ,X,P,S), let Term (G, ¢) denote the
set of terms T ( Σ ∪ X ∪ Φ ∪{¢}). With each (m,REG)-blb grammar we associate the following
derivation relation, which formalizes bidirectional right-most rewriting; cf. Definition 3.4.
Our approach is similar to the one we developed in [12]. Therefore the following
definitions and comments are similar to those in [12].
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Definition 3.3. Let (G,C, ¢) be an (m,REG)-blb grammar, where G equals ( Φ,Σ,X,P,S). Let ρ
be a rule from P ∪ P
h
, where α [ x→] is the left-hand side of ρ, and let τ be a term in Term (G, ¢).
We say that τ fits in with ρ, if there are arguments t 1 , . . . ,tn from Term (G, ¢) such that
τ = α [t 1 , . . . ,tn], where α [t 1 , . . . ,tn] is the result obtained from α [ x→] by substituting the terms
t 1 , . . . ,tn for x 1 , . . . ,xn in α [ x→], respectively. `
Definition 3.4. Let (G,C, ¢) be an (m,REG)-blb grammar, where G = ( Φ,Σ,X,P,S). Let ρ be
rule from P ∪ P
h
, and σ, τ be terms in Term (G, ¢). We write σ ⇒r,mρ τ if there exists a term u in
Term (G, ¢), and strings v, x and y over the alphabet Φ ∪ Σ ∪ X ∪ PC such that σ = xuy and
τ = xvy and
g y contains no symbol from Φ,
g if u = λ, then y = λ,
g u is the only subterm in uy that fits in with ρ,
g either ρ is a production, τ is the result of rewriting σ by ρ, and σ ⇒mτ,
or ρ is a reduction, σ is the result of rewriting τ by ρ
h
, and τ ⇒mσ. `
The relation ⇒r,mc , where c is a control word in (P ∪ P
h
)∗ , can be defined in a straightfor-
ward way. An (m,REG)-blb grammar provided with right-most rewriting will be called an
(r,m,REG)-blb grammar or a right-most regularly controlled bidirectional linear basic grammar.
Definition 3.5. Let (G,C, ¢) be an (r,m,REG)-blb grammar with underlying linear basic gram-
mar G = ( Φ,Σ,X,P,S) and control language C ⊆ (P ∪ P
h
)∗ . Then the language generated by
(G,C, ¢) under the mode (r,m) is
Lr,m(G,C, ¢) = {w ∈Σ∗ c ∃ c ∈C . S ⇒r,mc w}.
The family of languages generated by (r,m,REG)-blb grammars is denoted by RBLBr,m . `
The derivation relation ⇒r,m defined above corresponds to the RS/B-mode of derivation as
defined in [3] for RCB grammars.
It is possible to define reductions associated with terminal productions in the obvious way;
cf. Definition 3.4. However, we do not study grammatical models in which such general reduc-
tions occur. Terminal reductions have the effect that they allow terminals to act as some kind of
nonterminal symbol, which obscures the sharp distinction between terminals and nonterminals.
Restricting ourselves to non-terminal reductions means that we only consider the fair mode of
bidirectional rewriting. So in this paper we also disallow terminal reductions.
It is easy to see that each nonterminal sentential form generated by an (r,m,REG)-blb gram-
mar in fair mode − which we will call an (r, f, m,REG)-blb grammar − has a form uA ( v→)w,
where u, w, v 1 , . . . ,vn are strings over the terminal alphabet extended with the symbol ¢. In other
words, it is impossible to obtain nested terms. So, the distinction between OI and IO-mode van-
ishes, and therefore the symbol m can be omitted in the name of the grammar family and the
language family. We also see that at most one nonterminal symbol can occur in a sentential form
generated by such an (r, f, m,REG)-blb grammar. Thus the symbol r can also be omitted. There-
fore we call an (r, f, m,REG)-blb grammar an ( f, REG)-blb grammar for short. In addition, the
language generated by an ( f, REG)-blb grammar (G,C, ¢) is denoted by Lf (G,C, ¢), and the fam-
ily of languages generated by ( f, REG)-blb grammars is denoted by RBLB f . As another conse-
quence, it is easy to see that the following proposition holds.
Proposition 3.6. For each ( f, REG)-blb grammar (G0 ,C 0 ,¢) there exists an equivalent
( f, REG)-blb grammar (G,C, ¢) such that G is in standard linear form. `
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Notice that in a semi-argument-preserving ( f, REG)-blb grammar (G,C, ¢) the symbol ¢ is
useless. So we will omit this symbol in semi-argument-preserving ( f, REG)-blb grammars.
Example 3.7. Let L 1 be the language {1m(c 1m)n c m ≥ 1, n = 2m− 1}. In [8] it has been shown
that this language can be generated by an IO-macro grammar, but not by an OI-macro grammar.
However, the language L 1 can be generated by the following argument-preserving ( f, REG)-blb
grammar (G1 ,C 1), with G1 = ({S,A,B},{1,c},{x,y},P,S), where the set of productions P con-
sists of
pi0 = S → A (c 1), pi5 = A (x) → A (1x),
pi1 = A (x) → A (cx 1), pi6 = A (x) → 1x,
pi2 = A (x) → A (ccx), pi7 = A (x) → A (c 1x),
pi3 = B (x,y) → A (xcc 1y), pi8 = A (x) → A (1xc 1x).
pi4 = B (x,y) → A (xc 1yc 1y),
The rank of the symbols in Φ can be easily inferred from the form of the productions in P.
Finally, define the control language C 1 by









In general, if a production pi of the form 2.1(i) in P is argument preserving, we call a
sequence pi
h
pi a test. For then we observe that for each string ω to which pi
h
is applicable we have
that ω ⇒pi
h
piω, and if pi
h
is not applicable, then the derivation is blocked by definition. So, a test is
able to filter out undesired sentential forms.
That L 1 = L (G1 ,C 1) is now shown as follows. First, a sentential form A (c m1m) (m ≥ 1) is
generated by pi0pi1∗ , followed by the test pi
h
2pi2 whether the argument of A starts with at least two
symbols c. If this is confirmed, the argument string s is split by pi
h
3 into three substrings u, cc 1
and v with u ∈{c}∗ and s = ucc 1v. The next step is to construct from the strings u and v, the
string uc 1vc 1v, which is performed by pi4 . Initially, v equals 1m − 1 , so that the resulting string
uc 1vc 1v is of the form c k(c 1m)l , where 0 ≤ k < m and l = 2m − k − 1 . The sequence pi
h
7pi8 manages
the case in which c 1 is a prefix of the argument of A, and pi
h
5pi6 applies in case the argument of A
has a prefix equal to 1. `
Example 3.8. The language L 2 defined by {w ∈{0,1}∗ c # 1(w) = 2n , n ≥ 0}, where # σ(w) denotes
the number of occurrences of the symbol σ in the word w, is known to be an OI-macro language
that does not belong to the family IO [8]. The language L 2 can also be generated by the follow-
ing argument-preserving ( f, REG)-blb grammar (G2 ,C 2), with the underlying grammar
G2 = ({S,A,B},{0,1},{x,y},P,S), where the set of productions P consists of
pi0 = S → A (1), pi3 = B (x,y) → A (x 0y),
pi1 = A (x) → A (xx), pi4 = A (x) → x.
pi2 = B (x,y) → A (xy),
In this case it is also straightforward to determine the rank of the symbols in Φ from these
productions. We define the control language C 2 by C 2 = pi0pi1∗( pi
h
2pi3)∗pi4 .
It is easy to see that L (G2 ,C 2) = L 2 . Note that the sequence pi
h
2pi3 has the effect of inserting
a symbol 0 somewhere in the current argument string of A. `
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4. Generating Power
In Section 3 we showed that both RBLB f ∩ IO ≠ ∅ and RBLB f ∩ OI ≠ ∅; cf. Examples 3.7 and
3.8. The main result of this paper − formulated in the following proposition − shows that
( f, REG)-blb grammars possess a considerable generating power indeed.
Proposition 4.1. Let Σ0 be an alphabet. For each recursively enumerable language L 0 over Σ0
there exist an alphabet Σ and a semi-argument-preserving ( f, REG)-blb grammar (G,C) with
G = ( Φ,Σ,X,P,S) and Σ0⊆ Σ such that L 0 = L (G,C) ∩ Σ0∗ .
Proof. Let A = (Q, Σ0 ,Γ,B, δ,q 0 ,F) be a deterministic single-tape Turing machine such that L 0
is equal to T (A). For a precise definition of a Turing machine and related notions we refer to [9].
We assume that δ (q,a) = ∅ for each q in F and that each symbol in Γ− Σ0 occurs at least once in
some tape contents which is reachable during the computation on some input a 1 . . . an (n ≥ 0).
We construct a semi-argument-preserving ( f, REG)-blb grammar (G,C) with G = ( Φ,Γ,X,P,S)
such that L (G,C) contains all sentences w over Σ0 with w ∈L 0 as well as each tape contents of A
during the computation on w. Of course, then we obtain the equality T (A) = L (G,C) ∩ Σ0∗ . To
this end we take the terminal alphabet of G equal to Γ.
Next our concern is to assure that each tape symbol from Γ− Σ0 will occur at least once in a
sentence of L (G,C). This is achieved by deriving each possible tape contents which can occur
during some (simulated) computation of the Turing machine A. However, it may happen that
some tape contents, represented by τ, wholy consists of terminals from Σ0 . Such a string τ is not
necessarily an element of T (A) whenever the state of A is not final. So τ has to be excluded from
the sentences generated by (G,C). This is done by testing whether or not such a string includes a
tape symbol in Γ− Σ0 . If no symbol from Γ− Σ0 occurs in τ, then the derivation will be blocked.
The sets PE,I and PE in the construction of (G,C) perform this task in the right way.
A derivation in an ( f, REG)-blb grammar (G,C) starts with producing nondeterministically
a word w in Σ0∗ as both the second and the third argument of a nonterminal U. Then it simulates
the computation of A on input w. At each stage of the computation the grammar is able to derive
the current tape contents as a terminal string, in case this tape contents contains at least one sym-
bol in Γ− Σ0 . In case this simulated computation of A on input w reaches a final state, then the
derivation in (G,C) will yield w as the string it generates.
By Φ = V 0∪ V 1∪{S,U}∪ Q ∪{EDl , EDr cD ∈Γ− Σ0} we define the alphabet Φ of G, where
V 0 = Q × Γ and V 1 = V 0× Γ.
The set X is equal to {x,y,z,x 1 ,x 2 ,y 1 ,y 2}. The set P is the union of the finite sets PI , P Σ0 ,
Pch, Pi (i ∈{− 1,0,1}), P − 1,I , PE,I , PE , and PF . The order of description of these sets follows the
way in which (G,C) simulates the operation of the Turing machine A.
The subsets PI = {pi0 ,piB ,pi1} and P Σ0 consist of productions that initialize the simulation of
the Turing machine A. These productions are defined by
pi0 = S → U ( λ,λ,λ ), pi1 = U (x,y,z) → q 0(x,yB,z),
piB = U (x,y,z) → U (x,yB,z),
and P Σ0 = {U (x,y,z) → U (x,ya,za) c a ∈Σ0}.
The following five subsets of P − to be defined below − consist of the productions that are
necessary to start a simulation of an r-step of the Turing machine A (r ∈{− 1,0,1}).
Pch = {( p,D)(x,y,z) → p (x,Dy,z) c p ∈Q, D ∈Γ,
∃ E ∈Γ, ∃ q ∈Q, ∃ r ∈{0,1,−1} . δ ( p,D) = (q,E,r)},
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P 0 = {( p,D)(x,y,z) → q (x,Ey,z) c p,q ∈Q, D,E ∈Γ, δ ( p,D) = (q,E, 0)},
P 1 = {( p,D)(x,y,z) → q (xE,y,z) c p,q ∈Q, D,E ∈Γ, δ ( p,D) = (q,E, 1)},
P
−1,I = {(( p,D),H)(x,y,z) → ( p,D)(xH,y,z) c p ∈Q, D,H ∈Γ,
∃ E ∈Γ, ∃ q ∈Q . δ ( p,D) = (q,E, −1)},
P
−1 = {(( p,D),H)(x,y,z) → q (x,HEy,z) c p,q ∈Q, D,E,H ∈Γ,
δ ( p,D) = (q,E, −1)}.
To derive each tape contents with at least one symbol in Γ− Σ0 , the sets PE,I and PE are
defined as follows.
PE,I = {EDl (x 1 ,x 2 ,y,z) → p (x 1Dx2 ,y,z), EDr (x,y 1 ,y 2 ,z) → p (x,y 1Dy2 ,z)
c p ∈Q, D ∈Γ− Σ0},
PE = {EDl (x 1 ,x 2 ,y,z) → x 1Dx2y, EDr (x,y 1 ,y 2 ,z) → xy 1Dy2 c D ∈Γ− Σ0}.
Note that a reduction in P
h
E,I can be applied if and only if the (simulated) tape contents
includes at least one symbol in Γ− Σ0 .
Once we reach a final state in the simulation of the Turing machine A, the corresponding
production in the set PF = {pip cpip = p (x,y,z) → z, p ∈F} generates the terminal string that has
apparently been accepted by (the simulation of ) the Turing machine A.
Finally, we define the control language C of (G,C) by




ch(P 0∪ P 1∪ P
h
− 1,IP − 1) )(PF∪{λ}) )∗ .
The construction described above works as follows. Accepting an input string a 1 . . . an
means that the Turing machine A halts after a finite number of transitions. Apart from the n cells
on which the input has been written, A uses an additional number of cells − say k (k ≥ 0) − to the
right of the input, in order to perform the computation on this input. Now we start a derivation of
(G,C) by the consecutive application of n (n ≥ 0) productions from P Σ0 to U ( λ,λ,λ ), which in
turn has been obtained by the initial production pi0 . By applying k times (k ≥ 0) the production
piB , followed by the production pi1 , we obtain the sentential form on which the actual simulation
of the Turing machine A will take place. So there exists a control string c 1 in {pi0}PΣ0∗ {piB∗ pi1}
such that S ⇒c1 q 0( λ,a 1 . . . anB k,a 1 . . . an), where n + k ≥ 1. The term obtained by this subderiva-
tion is denoted by αn,k.
Next we can simulate the actions of A by applying rules from P
− 1,I and Pi (i = − 1,0,1) to
αn,k. The current state q of A is represented by the nonterminal q from Φ3 . The (values of the)
first and second argument form, when concatenated, the current tape contents, such that the posi-
tion of the head of A is at the left-most symbol of the second argument. Then P
h
chP 0 and P
h
chP 1
perform actions of A with no head movement and a movement of the head to the right, respec-




−1,IP −1 simulates an action of A in which the head is moved to the left.
Thus there exist control strings c 0∈P
h
chP 0 , c 1∈P
h




− 1,IP − 1 such that
g p (x,Dy,z) ⇒c0 q (x,Ey,z)
for each p,q ∈Q, x,y ∈Γ∗ , z ∈Σ0∗ and D,E ∈Γ , such that δ ( p,D) = (q,E, 0),
g p (x,Dy,z) ⇒c1 q (xE,y,z)
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for each p,q ∈Q, x,y ∈Γ∗ , z ∈Σ0∗ and D,E ∈Γ , such that δ ( p,D) = (q,E, 1),
g p (xH,Dy,z) ⇒c−1 q (x,HEy,z)
for each p,q ∈Q, x,y ∈Γ∗ , z ∈Σ0∗ and D,E,H ∈Γ , such that δ ( p,D) = (q,E, −1).
We can show by induction on the number of Turing machine moves that if q 0a 1 . . . an c—
A
∗ b 1 . . . br − 1q br . . . bn + k, then for some string c in (P
h
ch(P 0∪ P 1∪ P
h
− 1,IP − 1) )∗ we have
αn,k⇒
cq (b 1 . . . br − 1 ,br . . . bn + k,a 1 . . . an) (1)
where bi∈Γ (1≤ i ≤ n + k). Let the derived string in (1) be denoted by ωn,kr,q .
If a nonterminal symbol q from F appears in ωn,kr,q , then only a rule from PF is applicable. In
that case there exists a production piq in PF such that
ωn,k
r,q ⇒
piq a 1 . . . an .
Thus T (A) ⊆ L (G,C). We observe that due to the application of sequences from P
h
E,IPE
only tape contents containing at least one symbol from Γ− Σ0 contribute to L (G,C). So, T (A)
includes all strings over Σ0 in L (G,C). Then it follows that T (A) = L (G,C) ∩ Σ0∗ . This con-
cludes the proof. `
As we have already mentioned before, no nested terms occur in sentential forms derivable
by ( f, REG)-blb grammars. Therefore, it will be extremely difficult, if not impossible, to find an
( f, REG)-blb grammar which can generate T (A). For in that case, the straightforward approach
of considering tape symbols in Γ− Σ0 as nonterminal symbols in the intended ( f, REG)-blb gram-
mar causes trouble. This is because the occurrence of two or more tape symbols from Γ− Σ0 in a
tape contents will be hard to represent in such a grammar. Remember that only one nonterminal
symbol can occur in sentential forms generated by ( f, REG)-blb grammars.
5. Concluding Remarks.
In [12] we have seen that the family RBLBr, f, OI(∅NE) of languages generated by
(r, f, OI,REG, ∅NE)-belb grammars − these are regularly controlled bidirectional (OI,∅NE)-
extended linear basic grammars − equals the family OI. Here ∅NE denotes the family of single-
ton languages together withe the empty language. Example 3.7 shows that RBLB f ≠ OI. So this
means that in general regularly controlled bidirectional linear basic grammars have a different
generating capacity than regularly controlled bidirectional (OI,∅NE)-elb grammars. This con-
trasts with the fact that in the unidirectional case we have
LB OI(REG, ∅NE) = LB OI( ∅NE) = LB,
where LB OI(REG, ∅NE) denotes the family of languages generated by regularly controlled (uni-
directional) (OI,∅NE)-elb grammars; cf. [1].
Attempts to prove closure of RBLB f under concatenation, homomorphism and intersection
with regular sets have not been successful. We suppose that this is due to the “stronger” linear
character of ( f, REG)-blb grammars compared to (m,REG,K)-belb grammars. In this respect
Examples 3.7 and 3.8 become even more interesting, as well as Proposition 4.1. So establishing
the precise expressive power of (m,REG)-blb grammars under the various modes defined in [11],
particularly that of ( f, REG)-blb grammars, is an obvious but intriguing problem to solve.
Note that if RBLB f happens to be closed under intersection with regular languages − or just
under intersection with Σ∗ for each alphabet Σ − then by Proposition 4.1 RBLB f equals the family
of recursively enumerable languages.
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